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WHAT’S HAPPENING @ PCC
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Field Report: It is all good. But. . .Tics are here now. We
will be spraying again soon. But be sure to shower after
flying until the spraying that will happen late next week.

JUNE MEETING MINUTES
Dennis Lowry
PCC Monthly Meeting Minute Notes

Contests: None

June 19, 2013

Jake is still gone but we will check with him about lake
flying. Look up Wine Country Flyers and you can see the
challenge he faces in NAPA. Ken says his garage is nice
though.

Call to Order by Mike Solaegui.
The May minutes were approved.
New Guests:

Old Business: The mower will be worked on this weekend.
(Both Mikes (S and P) and Phil worked on the mower and got
one of them in working order! bc)

George Ramanez
Michael an engineering student is learning to fly with his
father.

New Business: We are going to switch port-a-pot companies.
They offer the service at half the price and twice the dumps.
Mike Solaegui found them. Thanks Mike.

Allen, Carlos’s son has come in for another "look see". Dad
says he’s been distracted from flying by extra curricular
activities.

Sad Stories: A crash did happen but nobody will confess.
Ray and Daniel did a “You got your peanut butter in my
chocolate; you got your chocolate in my peanut butter!”
variation with airplanes and helicopters. Report was that they
both made it back to the ground.

Raffle Prize: A Park Master 3D by Multiplex from J&M.

Hits and Misses: Eric Einarsson is using white Gorilla Glue
to good effect.
Show and Tell:
Eric is building a tough slope flier, a home design and home
built with gutter spout fuse, and home cut wings. He’s got a
new spot to fly at Mammoth Mountain and wants to fly it by
the end of June. It’ll have flaps, aileron, rudder, and elevator.
Greg showed a GWS ME 262. It uses 11 amps x 2 ducted
fans; a 2200mha 3 cell battery that gives 8 minutes of flying,
but he flies it safely for 6 minutes. He says theory met reality
in this plane, and after the first flight he hasn’t changed
anything. He bought it on E-Bay and it’s about 10 years old.
He’s very happy. He used 2 coats of latex green oxide paint.
It will fly straight and level at ½ throttle, so he’s convinced
that the mathematics work out. He flies yank and bank
because the ducted fans don’t generate air flow over the
rudder unless there’s plenty of kinetic speed. All in all, when
Kenny doesn’t show up and throw a surprise work party, he’s
happy with it.

Master Rafflers John Bassetto and Eric Einarsson work hard
to make this program works, so show your appreciation and
buy tickets. And, the raffle helps pay for the doughnuts, so
when you are at the meeting, eat up.
Treasurer’s Report: We are healthy in checking and
savings.

Carlos showed a small Chipmunk. A new one of a few
various ones he’s tried. He got it from Tower Hobbies and
it’s designed by Goldberg. It is a good kit, and holds up to
several hard landings. It has a 1300mah battery. He used
HS-81 Hitec servos that are a step up from the recommended
size. Spectrum 6100 receiver E-Flight 450 Motor with a
Castle 25 speed control. The center of gravity was in place
without much alteration after building. Nice looking airplane
and a great way to start breaking in to electrics.

Membership: 88 to date.
Safety: All is safe. Maurice said helicopter and airplane
mid-aired. He suggests helicopter flying should be farther
south nearer the fence to the adjacent field. Solaegui says we
will think about it. Others suggested it was an entertaining
mid-air collision. Seriously, try to avoid other aircraft. If
there’s blue sky between your aircraft and all the others, they
will never collide.

TURBINE SEASON IS STILL OVER

.

Raffle: Bassetto won! The penultimate proof that the whole
thing is rigged! (what would John do with a Foamie? bc  )
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UPCOMING EVENTS

UNSUNG HERO OF PCC

July
4 Independence Day.
6-7 SCCMAS Annual Airshow, Morgan Hill, CA
12-14Wings of Victory, WDA, Woodland-Davis, CA
17 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Rm, Millbrae

There are many people keep this club running smoothly.
Many of these people are not club officers, they are just part
of the membership that are willing to put forth extra effect to
keep the club as it is. Some of the secret jobs they did are not
so obvious to the general membership.

August
3
Swap Meet @ SCCMAS, Morgan Hill, Ca
17 Swap Meet, Gold Country Flyers, Ione, Ca
Tom Minger 209-296-0622
17 Fun Fly@ Livermore Flying Electrons, Livermore, Ca
21 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Rm, Millbr

Like this guy, Mike, you know who he is, he is the one you
see sitting on the mower for hours to keep the grass from
getting out of hand around the runway and parking area.

More details information at: http://www.ncrcs.com/

SOME RULES OF THE AIR
From the newsletter of the Anoka County Radio
Control Club, Inc., Coon Rapids MN
1. Takeoffs are optional; landings are mandatory.
2. When in doubt, stay at altitude. No one has ever collided
with the sky.
3. The propeller is just a big fan in front of the airplane to
keep the pilot cool. When it stops, you can see that pilot start
sweating.
4. The only time you have too much fuel is when you're on
fire.

The next fellow, Steve, is a tech savvy guy. He manages and
maintains the solar system to charge a bank of batteries so
there is 12VDC power for you to charge your batteries. From
that he added a computer, a weather station to give us an
up-to-date weather report posted to our web site. So you can
see what the field looks like before you go out there.

5. Stay out of the clouds. The silver lining everyone keeps
talking about might just be another airplane traveling in the
opposite direction.
6. You start out with a bag full of luck and an empty bag of
experience. The trick is to fill the bag of experience before
emptying the bag of luck.
7. There are three simple rules for making a smooth landing.
Unfortunately no one knows what they are.

Next time you see these guys, either at the field or at the
meeting, go up and thank them for the job well done.
If your plane looks like this after landing, you are not doing it
correctly!

I will introduce more "Unsung Hero" in the future issue of the
newsletter. 
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IMAA RALLY OF GIANTS

Hangar 9 SR22T on Power160. Smooth, fast and quiet. (Chee
photo)

One of our members, Lew Chee, went to Medford, OR to
attend the event and he sent me the following photos. The
event was held at the Medford Rogue Eagles R'C Club, they
also has a lake about 1/2 mile from the runway that one can
fly float planes there. Floatplanes do not need to confirm
IMAA rules.

Hangar 9 SR22T on a low pass. (Chee photo)

Unknown flyer scraping wingtip of Gee Bee Z on landing.
(Chee photo)

CD Cliff Sands' Cub. (Chee photo)
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These are sent to me by a friend, Don, who lives in Medford.

Lew's Seawind from Nitroplanes.com. (Chee photo)
Flight line, runway in the background.(Sklar photo)

Decathlon belongs to the CD of the float event, John Gaines.
(Chee photo)

Staging area? (Sklar photo)

Byron Husky just before its demise with Kai on the sticks.
(Chee Photo)

Some big birds. (Sklar photo)
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Jim with his Giant Scale Stinger, built in 1990's. That's over
20 years, same plane, same engine, G-62.

Pit area. (Sklar photo)

Pit area. (Sklar photo)
That's Maurice, concentrating on not to crash!

Shady place? (Sklar photo)

Jake was at an Antique Modeler (SAM 21) contest in
Elkgrove, in June. The temperature reached 105°F that day.
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Mike with his new toy, a P-51 from Nitroplanes.

Another old photo, Jim, Warren, Simone and Lynn at 1993
Nats.

Ellsworth, Simone and Warren with Jeannie at the field.
I saw this sign on a recent trip to Montreal, Canada. I thought
I found a hobby shop! It turned out that just meant "ground
floor" (rez de chaussée) in French! Grrrr. Je ne parle pas
français!

Warning:
Swap Meet Happening.
August 3rd at SCCMAS, mark it down
on your calendar. I know some of you
live to go to swap meets!


Another lost soul reappeared at the field. Phil was spotted at
the field recently. Ray tried to make him feel welcome!! 

That's it for this month, come back next month for more!
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Next Meeting: Wednesday, July 17th, 2013, 7:30 p.m.
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